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Appendix G: Computational Apparatus 
 Source code is a dish best served soft, so for major projects (FBSD, 1-d FBQD at 
zero and low temperature, 2-d FBQD, IMC for fermions, IMC with IGNoR, FBSD with 
IGNoR) it is included as the file source.zip during Electronic Thesis Deposit. 
Warning: there is a lot of vestigial code - the easiest way to “mutate” a project is to 
copy an old working subroutine, and make changes to the copy. Molecular biologists 
should probably try writing large programs to gain intuition about why eukaryotic 
genomes have so much “junk.” Go take Numerical Analysis from Stephen Bond, too. 
 Use of the generic optimization flag -O3 during compilation results in 
significantly faster code, at the cost of longer compile time. This is probably the most 
important tip in this appendix. 
 MPI was used in large, “embarrassingly parallel” MC simulations (mostly FBSD, 
but sometimes to run n identical IMC simulations to get error bars) to greatly increase 
throughput, essentially linearly, using Reduce or Gather at the end of a simulation. But 
for quick and dirty speed up of smaller simulations, it was much easier to identify a 
rate-limiting for/do loop and use OpenMP (Intel compiler) with care. 
 Some notes on “experimental setup”: using a compiler such as GNU’s gcc or 
Intel’s icc allows mixed-language linking thanks to shared backend: compile C++ 
(Fortran) code using g++ or icpc (g77/gfortran or ifort) to object code, then link using 
the C++ linker.lxxv 
 A brief introduction to Fortran programming for C++ programmers follows. 
Fortran functions should be called like C functions, with an additional underscore after 
the function name - run “nm” on the object file to be sure. All variables return by 
reference! Also, matrices are column-major instead of row-major (indices swap) and 
numbered from 1; save yourself the headache and only pass arrays. Think of it as 
MESSAGE PASSING between C and F. (MPI does arrays only, too!) 
 Questions? Contact Jonathan«dot»Chen«at»alumni«dot»illinois«dot»edu 
 
                                     
lxxv Don’t forget to link in Fortran runtime libraries! In gcc, this is the -lg2c or -lgfortran flag, placed after 
object files. 
